Mastering

Complex
Crown
a five-, six-, or seven-piece cornice
adds sumptuous detail to a room;
careful preparation and a few tricks
make the work easier

BY JOE MILICIA

F

or the past 14 years, I’ve spent my days building houses, mostly as a finish carpenter,
and one of the most rewarding parts of my job is installing built-up crown, also called
a cornice. To the untrained eye, a big crown is just another texture, but anyone who
has built it knows that the process is more like building a cabinet than nailing up window
casing and that most of the work remains hidden.
Because I run a crew (and sometimes an entire project), I spend less time with a hammer, but I still enjoy the work when I can get to it. many of our projects are high-end houses
in the new York city suburbs, so it’s not unusual for us to devote a couple of months just
to the interior trim. In addition to a typical package of tall baseboard, wainscot, and twopiece casings, we often use a built-up crown detail that includes soffit, fascia, and frieze
boards along with crown and bed-molding profiles. A multilayered cornice in a room with
high ceilings evokes a solidly traditional, even classical feel that many of my clients look for in
a new house.
Mock-ups and design: an unbeatable combination

We start most of our jobs with drawings, but I still think a mock-up is the best way to settle
on the final design. mock-ups allow me to confirm with an architect or a homeowner exactly
what they want and whether the proportions are correct. If the design works, we use that
winning mock-up to confirm blocking dimensions and to settle on a materials list.
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A N AT O M Y O F A C O R N I C E
Order of
installation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2

Plywood cleats
Plywood L-blocking
Soffit
Fascia
Frieze
Bed
Ceiling frieze
Crown

3

6

Drop

although the combinations are nearly
infinite, most complex cornice designs
share common parts. components can
be added or subtracted, depending
on the scale and size desired. in this
particular design, i added backing trim
on the ceiling that mirrors the frieze
below and gives the crown a place to
land. the numbers on each part indicate
the order of installation.

5

Keep scribes in mind when choosing crown molding
if a particular
design calls for
the crown to
meet the ceiling,
i pick a molding
profile that has
a meaty top
edge. the extra
material gives
me something to
scribe to an
uneven ceiling.

Some crown
profiles have
fine details
that would be
lost if scribed.

A better
example has
plenty of surface
that won’t show
the scribe.
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MAP OUT SPLICES AND COPES
there’s no getting around it: You always end up with splices (also known as
field joints) in long runs of molding. Scarf joints tend to move in service, so
instead, we use butt joints. however, even the tightest butt joints will show at
some point in the future, so i’ve learned to locate them in inconspicuous spots.
(trim pieces are numbered according to the order of their installation.)

I make two types of mock-ups. The first is
made of short pieces that I use to get all the
parts and locations right. once I’ve settled
on a profile that I think will work, I build a
larger version, usually about 12 in. to 18 in.
long, that I can tack onto the wall. With two
or three mock-ups on the same wall, my clients and I get a good sense of what’s going to
work in that room.
A good layout keeps you out
of trouble
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Splices seem to be less
conspicuous if placed on
or near the entry wall.
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Copes
by their nature, copes are invisible, but their placement still requires
some thought. we try to cope the majority of pieces in one direction, for
instance, straight cut on the right and cope on the left; this helps us to
get into a rhythm and to speed up production on larger jobs. in the room
configuration shown, we installed the shorter pieces with an outside
corner first.
Avoid the double cope ...
it’s always best to avoid coping both ends on a piece of molding; it’s easy
to cut the piece too short. after #1 and #2 are fit, #3 and #4 are single
copes, #5 is a single cope with a splice, #6 is a splice only, and #7 and #8
have both a cope and a splice each.
… But if you can’t
an alternative to the above would be to keep all the copes going the
same way. install #1 and #2 with an outside corner; then #3, #5, and #7
are all the same-side copes, and #6 and #8 are splice fits only. this layout
would leave you with a double cope on #4. double copes require careful
measurements. if you have a double cope, always try to leave it for a
long run so that you can cut the piece a little long, bow the middle of the
crown, and spring it in a tight fit. Short pieces are harder to manipulate.

The layout method is as important as the
pieces selected and assembled. Initially,
going over the locations gets us in touch with
any potential problems like bumps and dips
in the drywall, as well as window and door
heads that aren’t exactly parallel with the
ceiling. catching these problems early saves
a lot of aggravation later.
one of the ways I’ve found to offset bad
drywall is to select crown profiles that allow
me to make inconspicuous scribe cuts (sidebar p. 67). Working from the mock-up, we
cut pieces of plywood to the measurements
indicated for the projection and the drop,
then go around the room and use gauge
blocks to scribe reference marks. chalklines
connect the dots. To minimize mistakes, we
use red chalk to show where the blocking
goes and blue chalk to delineate the actual
extent of the built-up crown.
Broad reveals are another consideration
associated with profiles. When there’s a broad
distance between the edge of one molding
and the profiled section of an adjacent molding, we have room to make field adjustments
that are less conspicuous.
For example, if the ceilings and doors run out
of level, we often like to show a reveal of 2 in.
or more on the fascia above. The extra blank
space allows us to make less perceptible
adjustments that don’t affect the detail. Another
adjustment is to change the reveal of the head
casing to mirror the out-of-level ceiling.
We seldom have been able to complete a
room without splicing material, so another
preparation is to map out the splices and
copes (drawing left). We try to order the longest lengths of stock available, then place any
splices on the least noticeable wall, such as
above the doorway.
Blocking lays the foundation

If I’ve made an accurate mock-up, I’m usually
able to fabricate a cutlist of blocking materials. I like to use plywood because it holds fas68
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a Stable foundation meanS fewer
headacheS and a better Job

Color-coded chalklines keep things straight. Rather than follow the
potential undulations of the drywall, the finished crown should have
a straight, even reveal. Gauge blocks (left) help to establish reference
points for the chalklines. Red chalk indicates the blocking; erasable blue
is used for the finish.

Make your world square.
Mitering or coping molding
is much easier if the blocking is plumb and level, so we
build a box on the wall to
give that support. We glue
and nail cleats to the drywall
(photo above), then assemble
a plywood L, scribing it to any
imperfections (photo right).
Sections are joined with biscuits
and nailed to the cleats (photo
bottom right).
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careful work iS better than a faSt fix
Interlocking soffit
and fascia regulate
the reveals. Having
parts that relate to
each other helps to
speed up production, so we often use
fascia stock that’s
rabbeted. The soffit
is ripped so that it
stands 1⁄ 8 in. proud
of the blocking and
fits neatly into the
fascia’s rabbet.

teners well and is dimensionally stable. once
I have all the parts, I go around the room in
a sequential order: Snap all chalklines, install
all cleats, then start the moldings.
After the red chalklines have been snapped,
we put up the ceiling and wall cleats, which
are ripped from 3⁄4-in. birch or 1⁄2-in. Ac plywood. To give the nails extra holding power,
we usually use one of the newer urethane
construction adhesives; they’re really tenacious. Lately, we’ve been using PL brand
(www.osisealants.com). At some point, we
also make up L-shaped sections of Ac plywood. nailed to cleats, the plywood box pro70

No blocking? No problem.
When we need nailing in the
center of a joist bay, we carefully
cut a rectangle in the drywall,
insert a slightly larger piece
of plywood, and secure it with
screws (center). Positioned every
2 ft. to 3 ft., these nailers provide enough support for the ceiling soffit and crown (above).

vides solid backing and molding-installation
surfaces that are plumb, level, and straight.
This makes for easier copes and miters.
Molding starts from the bottom

once the blocking is up, we snap blue lines
to mark the perimeter of the molding on the
wall and ceiling. Flat stock goes on first, usually the soffit, followed by the fascia and the
lower frieze. Butt joints that are biscuited
and glued work best here.
The bed molding comes next. Any profiled
moldings are coped on inside corners and
mitered on the outside; field joints are easiest
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Marking accurate miters in place.
Outside corners are never perfect,
and rather than run back and forth to
the saw, I hold one side of the miter
in place and make a pencil line above
and below where it intersects with the
other half. After marking both halves, I
transfer the marks to the molding, and
using the laser guide on my saw (center), I cut the miters.

S o m e t i m e s c o p e s n e e d f i n e ss i n g

if butted. Yellow glue or urethane construction adhesive keeps the joints from moving later. The configuration shown is made
from stock profiles available at any lumberyard. The ceiling frieze, a baseboardlike flat
applied to the ceiling, forms the base for the
final piece of the puzzle, a 31⁄2-in. crown.
Unless the house’s builders were farsighted
and blocked across the run of joists, at some
point we’ll find that there’s no nailing in the
ceiling. By carefully cutting inside the blue
chalkline, we can open up the ceiling and
insert plywood blocking that attaches
through the drywall.

Earlier, I mentioned problems associated
with humps in the walls. Another trick
that straightens a really wavy ceiling comes
in handy when the cornice design includes
a ceiling frieze. We nail the outer detail of
the ceiling frieze first but let the back section float over the imperfections. As we nail
the crown to the frieze, we pull the back of
the frieze to meet the crown and get a nice
straight run.
M

My lead carpenter, Don
Carlson, has a trick for finetuning copes. He clamps the
coped piece to a worksurface with an inverted scrap
of the same molding as a
pad (left). With the molding
immobilized, he can touch
up the cope with one of his
fine rasps (center).

Joe Milicia lives in Fairfield, Conn.,
where he runs Hobart Builders. Photos
by Charles Bickford.
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